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Abstract

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are one of the cornerstones of service-oriented architectures. SLAs consist of a set of terms including any relevant information to regulate the trading of services. Many recommendations to specify SLAs have been proposed, among them WS-Agreement recommendation [1] defines an XML-based language and a template-based protocol for creating SLAs by means of agreement offers based on published templates. These agreement documents should be redacted carefully because a mistake to specify their terms could get a conflictive SLA, making impossible to reach an agreement between parties. However, depending on the complexity of the agreement, finding manually these conflicts may become a challenging task. Therefore, in this work we propose the Agreement Documents Analyser (ADA) which is an easy-to-extend framework which supports automated analysis operations to check the consistency within terms of an unique agreement document, and/or the compliance between an agreement offer and its related template specified with WS-Agreement. Furthermore, ADA reports explanations for inconsistency or non-compliance scenarios. In addition, ADA has many extension points by its decoupled structure allowing a dynamic multi-paradigm analysis and it supports WSAgreement, our own succinct plain-text language for WS-

1 Introduction

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) consist of a set of terms that include information about functional features, non-functional guarantees and any other terms with relevant information to the agreement. There are many proposals to specify SLAs. Among them WS-Agreement specification [1] defines an XML-based language and a protocol for advertising the capabilities and preferences of services providers in templates, and creating agreements based on them. In a typical interaction process using this protocol an agreement initiator would create an agreement offer since the template published by the responder party. In this SLA creation process both agreement documents should be redacted carefully because a mistake to specify their terms could make impossible to reach the agreement between parties. Then, the resulting SLA should be specified in a correct way, avoiding conflicting terms (i.e. they state opposite assertions), because they cannot be fulfilled at the same time. We consider two kind of conflicts: the inconsistency which is a conflict within terms of an unique agreement document and the non-compliance which is a conflict between terms of an agreement offer and its related template. However, depending on the complexity of the agreement, finding manually these conflicts may become a challenging task.

For instance, in a translation service scenario, an SLA could be agreed including non-functional properties such as the cost, the size
of the input text to translate (size), in number of words, and the demanded time (time), in days. Assuming that: size ranges between [100..10000], time ranges between ∈ [1..5] and cost = size/time. If the SLA includes a term obligating to pay a Cost of 10, at first sight the SLA is consistent. However the lowest valid value for cost is 100/5 = 20, so this term cannot be fulfilled. Therefore, a conflict checker that automatically checks the SLA for conflict between its terms would be very appealing from a practical point of view. Moreover, it is of interest not only to obtain an automated way of checking if an agreement document has conflicting terms or not, but also to return an explanation for the document conflict. Thus, in the previous scenario we would obtain as explanation the following conflicting terms: [(Cost = 20), (size ∈ [100..10000]), (time ∈ [1..5]), (cost = size/time)].

As result of previous works [2, 3, 4, 6], we present here the Agreement Documents Analyser (ADA), which is an easy-to-extend framework supporting mentioned automated conflict checking and explaining for WS-Agreement documents. ADA has many extension points by its decoupled structure which allows the use of a dynamic multi-paradigm analysis. Furthermore, to avoid the verbosity of XML-based documents of WS-Agreement, we have developed our own succinct plaintext language for WS-Agreement documents, called WSAg4People. The reader can consult http://www.isi.u.cs.es/ADA for a much more thorough description of ADA. Documentation section of such web site includes a short demonstration video and try it online! section allows a try of ADA operations from our developed front end.

2 ADA Extension Points

ADA has a decouple subsystem-based architecture controlled by a central core, the ADA Core, as Figure 1 depicts. ADA Core controls these subsystems which provide or consume functionality. Currently, ADA has four operations: consistency, compliance, consistency explaining and completeness explaining.

one CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem)-based analyser: Choco solver; a default selection criteria, because the optimal selector is not still necessary and it is under development; and two agreement documents formats, WS-Agreement XML and WS-Agreement4People. However, by its architecture, ADA framework can be easily extended in many ways:

• Operations. New operations can be added, as programmatic interfaces.

• Analysers. ADA is ready to be extended with different analysers of diverse paradigms, for instance: CSP-based analysers, DL (Description Logic)-based analysers, etc.

• Selection criteria. When several analysers are available, a selection criteria is needed to choose one of them.

• Agreement definition formats. ADA provides mechanisms to read/write models from/to different file formats, and to transform many formats into others.

3 Using ADA

ADA is developed as a java application and it can be used from other tools as a traditional Application Programming Interface (API). However, we pursue the goal of putting ADA available for more uses. Thus, ADA is deployed into an OSGi (www.osgi.org) container as a set of java components (OSGi bundles). OSGi is a specification of a Java Framework, with multiple components, that provides a SOA architecture. It makes deployment, communication, discovery, and, in general, integration among bundles, easier. Therefore, the ADA integration with other tools or frameworks that use it, e.g., Eclipse, is straightforward. Moreover, there are many OSGi plugins that help us in multiple tasks such as: transform an OSGi service to a WSDL definition. Then we have used such plugin to get our ADA-WS(Web Service) in order to put ADA services available over the
network. Other advantage of being OSGi compliant is to add functionality without restarting systems. Thus, the integration of a new bundle in ADA is straightforward, it is only necessary to install and start the bundle.

We have planned a future use of ADA as a service engine of an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). This would allow ADA to be used in conjunction with the proposed service engine of the Framework for Automated Service Trading (FAST) [5]. This advanced use would allow the automated analysis of SLAs in the whole service trading process.

A RIA front-end, developed with JavaFX and that uses the ADA-WS api, is available on www.isa.us.es/ADA. It allows to load, save and edit WS-Agreement documents, on XML or WSAg4People formats, and to analyse these documents by means of ADA Framework. This front-end has an usability-based design including colored syntax, skeletons to create a new document, or transformations between XML and WSAg4People formats. The reader can consult also at this web a much more thorough description of supported agreement documents in Documentation->ADA Features section; for a short video demonstration of ADA in Documentation->Demonstration Video section; and for a try of ADA operations used from the front-end in try it online! section.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we propose the use of ADA, an easy-to-extend and easy-to-use framework to edit and analyse agreement documents. ADA satisfies the necessity of a tool that automates the error-prone and tedious task of analyse agreement documents. ADA has many extensions points and we have developed a RIA front-end as proof-of-concept.
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